3GPP2 Travel Information
Access to Crowne Plaza Shenzhen from Hongkong International Airport
Please follow the tips below step by step, you will find it is easy and nice for you to get to Crowne Plaza
Shenzhen, the 3GPP2 TSG-C meeting venue and accommod ation.
There are the cross-boundary shuttle bus services from Hongkong International Airport to Crowne Plaza
Shenzhen ( through the Shenzhen Huang Gang Check Point). ZTE would recommend the Airport
Chinalink Bus service. It has services daily from 10:00 to 18:55 from Hongkong International Airport to
Crowne Plaza Shenzhen, or from 07:20 to 16:45 from Crowne Plaza Shenzhen to Hongkong International
Airport.

When you arrive at Hongkong International Airport and leave the immigration and the Customs, pleas e look
for the Airport Chinalink Reception Counter, Kiosk 3D, near Arrival Hall “B” Exit, as indicated in the following
chart. You can enlarge and print it.

Important note: If arrive later than 18:55, you may not have time enough to catch the shuttle bus, meanwhile,
the check point in both Hongkong and Shenzhen will be closed at 23:00. It is proposed that you should
stay at the Regal Hotel that is only 300 meters away from the exit of the Arrival Hall; the tariff is around
USD150 per night.
When buying bus ticket, your destination is Crowne Plaza Shenzhen . The total trip will charge you
HK$150 / RMB180 yuan ( about US$22).
It takes about 40 minutes from Hongkong Airport to Shenzhen Huang Gang Check, as you know, it
depends on traffic condition. You will have to complete the procedures of the Customs and immigration
when you arrive at Hongkong checkpoint. Do not forget to bring your belongings, travel documents and get
back the same bus. About 3 minutes, you will arrive at Shenzhen Huang Gang checkpoint. Of course, you
should complete the same formality. IF THERE IS PLENTY OF TIME, you can exchange the Chinese Yuan
at the Bank of China in the checkpoint hall as soon as you go through the China Customs, remind you to
reserve the receipt of exchange.
Importa nt note: Alien is just allowed to bring RMB 5000 from overseas into Shenzhen.
Walking out of checkpoint, you should find the Airport Chinalink Bus station, show your ticket and get on the
same bus or transfer to a minibus. Since the bus will travel to several hotels, you should tell the
busman at which you will get off and she/he will inform you upon arrival. The checkpoint is about 10
kilometers away from Crowne Plaza Shenzhen, and the ride takes about 20 minutes.
Any problem in Shenzhen, do not hesitate to contact Mr. Leu at mobile phone 13923866349 or (+86 755)
6790322.
3GPP2 Meeting Shenzhen
Preparatory Committee
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The address of Crowne Plaza Shenzhen in Chinese (for taxi driver or busman) ( PRINT IT! )
Just show your Chinese hotel address to taxi driver if you do not speak Chinese.

[
Note: Since June 1, 2002, the public telephone number in Shenzhen will be upgraded from seven digits to eight
digits by adding a ‘2’ in front of the above numbers.
]

Form C

3GPP2

(For Hotel Accommodations)

Please E-mail this form to:
cpsz@szemail.com
Title:
Name:

?Prof.

?Dr.

? Mr.

Family name

?Ms.

First name

Middle initial

Name of Accompanying Persons:
Mrs. Dr. Mr. Ms.

Hotel
Name of Hotel

Room Type

Number of
Rooms

? Standard Rm
Crowne Plaza Shenzhen

Period of Stay

Twin

CheckIN
Jun

Single

OUT

? Superior Rm

Nights
Jun

? Deluxe Rm

Payment

?I enclose herewith a bank draft covering the above total.(Personal check will not be accepted.)
?I would like to pay the above total by credit card.
?VISA ?American Express ?Diners ?Master

